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PROGRAM: APRIL 11-12, 1975
SPRING CONFERENCE SSPHS

Announcement of the provisional program for the Sixth Annual Conference of the SSPHS, held in New York City this year under the auspices of the City College of New York (CUNY) and the Ibero-American Studies Center (NYU), is as follows:

FRIDAY, APRIL 11

9:00 A.M. Continental Breakfast Buffet

Session I: 10:00 A.M. - 12:00 Noon
"Literature and History: Early Modern Spain"
Panel discussion:
Ruth Pike, CUNY
Paul Hauben, Univ. of the Pacific

Session II: 1:00 P.M. - 2:30 P.M.
El Zapatero. A 34-minute movie about the transition from rural to urban life in Spain today; with commentary by the filmmaker, Dr. Jerome Mintz, of the University of Indiana.

Session III: 3:00 P.M. - 5:00 P.M.
"Economic and Social Development of Portugal in Historical Perspective"
Miriam Halpern Pereira and Cesar de Oliveira: Lisbon, Portugal

COCKTAIL PARTY: 5:30 P.M. - 6:30 P.M.
BANQUET: 7:00 P.M. - 8:00 P.M.
GUEST SPEAKER: 8:00 P.M. - 9:00 P.M.
Vitorino Magalhães Godinho

BUSINESS MEETING: 9:30 P.M.

SATURDAY, APRIL 12

9:00 A.M. Continental Breakfast Buffet

Session IV: 10:00 A.M. - 12:00 Noon
"Spain, the Army, and the Politicians in the 1920s"
Panel to include:
Joan Connelly Ullman, University of Washington
Carolyn Boyd, University of Texas at Austin
Shannon Fleming, University of Wisconsin
Commentary on Arturo Barea's Forging of a Rebel (newly reissued)

Session V: 1:00 P.M. - 3:00 P.M.
"Sociological Methods in Spanish Studies"
A roundtable discussion led by Juan Linz and Jesús M. de Miguel, Yale University

Session VI: 3:00 P.M. - 5:00 P.M.
A special tribute to Diego Hurtado de Mendoza on the 400th anniversary of his death; and contributed papers.

Enclosed with this issue of the NEWSLETTER is a preregistration form, which members are urged to fill out and return to the Chairman of the Program Committee, Michael Weisser, together with a check for the monies due. The Graduate Center has limited seating capacity; preference will be given those who register early. The official program will be mailed to the SSPHS membership on or about March 1, at which time members will also receive information about hotel reservations.
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VITORINO MAGALHÃES GODINHO

The guest speaker at the 1975 Annual Conference of the SSPHS served briefly as Minister of Education, following the April coup. He is the well-known author of *Priz et monnais au Portugal 1760-1860* (Paris, 1955), *A economia dos descobrimentos henricinos* (Lisbon, 1962), and of many other works, including essays in the *Annals* and in Joel Serrão, ed., *Dicionário da história de Portugal* (4 vols., Lisbon, 1967-71).

POLITICAL SPAIN TODAY: CONFERENCE DISCUSSION PLANNED

Barbara Solomon Probst will probably lead an informal discussion on current political developments in Spain today. She is the author of *Arriving Where We Started: A Memoir* (1972) and of the forthcoming novel, *In Need* (1975). She has also published articles on Spain in the *New York Times* and the *New York Review of Books*.

UNIVERSITÉ DE PAU: VI COLLOQUE DU SEMINAIRE D’ETUDES SUR LES XIX-XXEME SIECLES DE CENTRE DE RECHERCHES HISPANIQUES

The Center of Hispanic Research at the University of Pau will hold its sixth annual colloquium in Pau from March 21 to 22, 1975.

A single topic is featured: "La sociedad rural española desde la crisis del antiguo régimen a la de los años treinta: 1815-1936." The interdisciplinary approach at various levels of specialization will include the fields of economics, sociology, political science, literary criticism, and the history of ideologies and of mentalités.

For information, contact: Professor Manuel Tuñón de Lara, Faculté des Lettres, B.P. 304, 64016 Pau, France.

MEXICAN-AMERICAN BICENTENNIAL SYMPOSIUM

The Mexican-American Bicentennial Symposium on Mexico's and the United States' Early National Epochs and Independence Movements is scheduled for late August 1975 in Mexico City. All persons interested in participating in this symposium, and all those wishing further information, should contact: Norman Holub, Director, Dowling College, Oakdale, Long Island, New York 11769.

SECOND MALLORCAN/CATALONIAN MEDITERRANEAN SYMPOSIUM

The second Mallorcan/Catalonian Mediterranean symposium will be held in July 1976 in Naples. The first Mallorcan/Catalonian Mediterranean symposium was held in Palma de Mallorca in August 1973. All persons interested in participating, and all those wishing further information, should contact: Norman Holub (for address, see above).
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SYMPOSIUM AT UC, SAN DIEGO:
"THE REDISCOVERY OF THE HISPANO-JUDAIC PAST"

The Second International Sephardic Symposium will be held at the University of California, San Diego, April 25-27. It is being coordinated by the Project in Iberian and Latin American Studies at UCSD. Special homage will be paid to Don Ámérico Castro, one of the greatest humanist-historians to come out of 20th-century Spain, who spent the last years of his professional life on the UCSD campus.

Dr. Yosef Hayim Yerushalmi, professor of Judaic Studies at Harvard University, will give the keynote address at UCSD's newly completed Mandeville Center. He will speak on the general significance of the Spanish-Sephardic tradition.

Scholars from major institutions in the fields of social and literary history, sociology, musicology, and philosophy, will explore the cultures of the Spanish-speaking Jewish populations, from the Balkans to the New World. Dr. César Graña, professor of sociology, who is heading the symposium, says that it is intended to be "an ambitious commentary on the Spanish-Sephardic tradition in all of its most important aspects."

Among the scholars who will be presenting papers are: Samuel G. Armstead, University of Pennsylvania; Ishacher Ben-Ami of the Hebrew University of Jerusalem; Rina Benmayor of Stanford; Stephen Gilman of Harvard; Israel Katz of Columbia University; Bassion Netanyahu of Cornell; Albert Sicooff of Queens College.

XIV INTERNATIONAL CONGRESS OF HISTORICAL SCIENCES: SAN FRANCISCO

Spanish historians will be participating in various sections of the Congress of Historical Sciences to be held August 22-29, 1975, in San Francisco. Spanish history will be a subject for discussion in other sections as well. Although the program has not been definitely set, as of January 1975 the following would be of interest to historians of Spain.

Third Section: History of Chronological Periods, Antiquity, II: Types of Societies in Antiquity, José M. Blázquez will present a paper on "Aspectos económicos y demográficos en la colonización fenicia (España)."

Middle Ages: One panel will be devoted to: "El mundo mediterráneo en torno al año 1300" (España, Grecia, Italia).

Modern History: Professor Franco Venturi of the University of Turin will speak on: "Illuminismo e riforme nel settecento italiano e spagnolo: convergenze e divergenze."

The Fourth Section, devoted to International Affiliated Organizations, has a panel sponsored by the Association internationale d'histoire du droit et des institutions. Alfonso García Gallo of Spain is one of four participants in a panel entitled: "La pénétration des droirs étrangers dans les droits nationaux et locaux depuis le XVIe siècle."

UCLA CONFERENCE OF RENAISSANCE SCHOLARS

When the "Renaissance Came to the West Coast"

The UCLA Center for Medieval and Renaissance Studies was inspired to explore in a new way the impact of the New World on Europe on the occasion of the 21st annual meeting of the Renaissance Society of America at UCLA February 6-9, 1975. In conjunction with it, the Center organized an international work-study session and symposium on the far-reaching impact of the 16th-century discoveries on Renaissance Europe. Conceived as a research enterprise, the conference explored topics not often the object of scholarship, its primary goal to provide a comprehensive view of the impact of the discoveries on the thought, modes of life, and institutions of the Old World.

Most major California institutions concerned with Renaissance studies joined the Center in cosponsoring this, the first west coast meeting of the Renaissance Society. The revised papers will be published in the Acts of the Conference, under the conference theme title: First Images of America: The Impact of the New World on the Old.

Panel Discussions

The following is an attempt to single out those panels of special significance for the historians of early modern Spain—a difficult task, for the entire conference is of interest.

II. The New World as a Factor of International Friction, chaired by Felix Gilbert: How the rivalries and alliances which affected the rise and fall of great powers were vastly complicated by the New World.

Charles H. Carter, Tulane, "The New World as a Factor in International Relations, 1492-1739"

Geoffrey Symcox, UCLA, "The Struggle for the Atlantic Seelines after the Discovery"
III. America's Resources in Produce and Objects as a Factor in Economic Activity in Europe:
How the input of gold and silver effected economic changes such as in commercial routes and price structures.

Earl Hamilton, University of Chicago, "What the New World Gave the Economy of the Old"

Felipe Ruiz-Martín, Universidad Autónoma de Madrid, "The Influence of America's Precious Metals on the Spanish Economy"

IV. The Rapal Division of the New World between Portugal and Spain, and Its Consequences:
The significance of Alexander's division upon the other maritime nations of Europe and upon the beginnings of the Church in America.

Miguel Batllori, Università Gregoriana, Roma, "Pope Alexander and America"

Luis Weckmenn-Muñoz, Ambassador of Mexico, Köln, "The Alexandrine Bulls of 1493, a Pseudo-Asiatic Document"

V. Colonial Policies Adopted by European Governments, chaired by John Schutz;
How familiar institutions and political theories were applied to, and altered by, colonial administration.

John H. Parry, Harvard, "A Secular Sense of Responsibility"

Stephen J. Greenblatt, UC Berkeley, "Colonialism and the Problem of Language"

Charles E. Nowell, University of Illinois, "The Old World Origins of Spanish Vice-regal System"

VI. Free and Enforced Emigration, chaired by Lauro Martines:
Trends that emerged from the impetus for migrations to America; in turn, the reactions of the colonizers to their new surroundings affected return movement.

Magnus Mörner, Latinamerika-Institutet, Stockholm, "Spanish Migration to the New World Prior to 1610: A State of Research Report"

James Lockhart, UCLA, "Letters and People to Spain"

Peter Boyd-Bowman, Buffalo, "Patterns of XVI Century European Emigration to the Spanish Colonies"

IX. Impact on Political Thinking: Nationalism, Imperialism:

Arthur J. Slavin, University of Louisville, "The Dual Basis of the Impact on Political Thinking"

Carlos G. Moreña, UC, Santa Cruz, "Vitoria's Political Thought on the Americas"

Ross Dealy, University of Indiana, "The Political Views of Vasco de Quiroga"

Papers Presented

At the General Session in honor of the Renaissance Society of America, the following papers, among others, were presented:

John Elliott, Institute for Advanced Studies, "Renaissance Europe and America--A Blunted Impact?"

Antonello Gerbi, Università di Milano, "The First Explorers in the New World (1492-1520)"

Woodrow Borah, UC, Berkeley, "Mixing of Populations"

XV. The Impulse on Navigation after Columbus' Discovery, chaired by Lynn White, Jr.:

Ursula Lamb, University of Arizona, "The Cosmographers of Seville: Nautical Science"

Francis M. Rogers, Harvard, "Celestial Navigation: From Local Systems to a Global Conception"

XVII. The Historiography on the New World:

Antonello Gerbi, Università di Milano, "Oviedo (1478-1557), his Significance and Results"

Juan Marichal, Harvard, "The New World from Within: The Inca Garcilaso's Originality in Renaissance Historiography"

XXI. The Impact on Medicine. The medical conditions of the period were altered by the movement of syphilis from the New World to the Old, and by leprosy from the Old World to the New. The discovery also had a great impact on the European drug trade:

Charles H. Talbot, Wellcome Institute for the History of Medicine, London, "America and the European Drug Tale"

Francisco Guerra, Universidad de Santander, "The Problem of Syphilis"

Wilhelm Möller-Christensen, Røskilde, Denmark, "Leprosy and its Way from the Old to the New World"
MEETINGS OF THE ACADEMY OF AMERICAN RESEARCH HISTORIANS ON MEDIEVAL SPAIN

Activities

The Academy of American Research Historians on Medieval Spain met in Chicago on December 28, 1974, in conjunction with the meeting of the AHA. Professor John Williams of the University of Pittsburgh presented the first of two papers. He analyzed the results of the excavations at Santiago de Compostela carried out between 1946 and 1959, and argued that the major additions to existing knowledge gained from them were three. First, they demonstrated the existence of an extensive third- to fifth-century necropolis associated with the site. Second, they indicated the presence of a tomb structure and memorial antechamber of late Roman provenance which endured until the extensive reconstructions of the twelfth century. Third, the finding of the sarcophagus lid of the early ninth-century bishop, Teodomiro, confirms the literary evidence which made the latter the founder of the devotion to St. James.

The second paper, by Professor William Phillips of San Diego State University, concerned the medieval holdings of the Archivo General de Simancas. While the Archivo was not established until the time of Charles V, Professor Phillips reviewed the rather extensive materials to be found there bearing on the diplomatic history of the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries especially. He also pointed out that there is a fair amount of material for the eleventh and twelfth centuries scattered through the collections, even though the earliest original royal documents date from 1189 and Alfonso VIII of Castile.

In the business meeting a draft of a formal constitution for the Academy was considered and its distribution to the membership for comment authorized. Its adoption will be entertained at the spring meeting to be held in connection with the Conference on Medieval Studies at Western Michigan University.

Professor Bernard F. Reilly of Villanova are arranging another on the Chronicon Mundis of Lucas de Tuy for the Conference on Medieval Studies in 1976. Professor Robert Burns, University of San Francisco, suggested that something might be done in conjunction with the meeting of the International Congress of Historical Studies in San Francisco in August 1975.

Those interested in participating in any of these programs should contact the moderators directly.

--Bernard F. Reilly
Villanova University

Background Report on Meeting of AARHMS

The Academy, still in the formative stage, developed out of the session held in conjunction with the AHA meeting in San Francisco in December 1973, and at a subsequent organizational meeting held later the same evening at the University of San Francisco. Among those active in the initial stage were Professors Robert I. Burns, Joseph O'Callaghan, Thomas Glick, Bernard Reilly, and James F. Powers.

There are two goals. The first is to promote communication among the growing number of American historians working in medieval Iberian history in terms of research interests, archival experience, and continuing historical problems. The second is to improve classroom teaching of the history of medieval Spain through suggested lists of materials, possible translations of crucial documents, and visual education and geographical aids. More progress has been made toward the first goal than toward the second.

In addition to the session held in conjunction with the AHA in December 1973, the Academy has sponsored papers at the Medieval Institute at Western Michigan University at Kalamazoo in May 1974, and at the AHA meeting held in Chicago in December 1974 (for an account of the session, see above).

-----

For information on the Academy, contact James F. Powers, Secretary, AARHMS, Department of History, College of the Holy Cross, Worcester, Mass. 01610.
CONFERENCE GROUP ON MODERN PORTUGAL

Joyce F. Riegelhaupt and Douglas L. Wheeler, co-chairpersons of the Conference Group, have sent to all members a report on the current status of the organization and on the opportunities opened up by the 1974 coup in Portugal. The following paragraphs have been extracted from that report:

The rapid fall of the 48-year-old New State regime on April 25, 1974, after a military coup, was a momentous event. It marked the beginning of a new political era for Portugal and for Portuguese Africa, and of a new, more promising era for students of modern Portugal. The Conference Group looks forward to these developments.

With the "new Portugal," we expect that new people will be attracted to do scholarly work. If you know of anyone, please introduce him or her to the Conference Group. Members of the Conference Group, and participants in the Workshop, are urged to send brief statements of current work and plans to Douglas Wheeler (see his address below); this information will be circulated among members of the Conference Group.

Organized in June 1972 under the direction of Stanley Payne, the Conference Group has been operating with the support of the Council for European Studies which provided the funds for the Workshop, and with support in the form of typing services and franking privileges provided by the respective institutions of the co-chairpersons. This support is no longer available. In order for members to remain on the mailing list, they will have to make a contribution.

DEADLINE FOR NEWSLETTER

All items which are intended for publication in the SPRING ISSUE of the SSPPS NEWSLETTER must reach Joan C. Ullman, Editor, Department of History, Smith Hall DP-20, University of Washington, Seattle, Washington 98195 by MAY 1, 1975.

LUSO-BRAZILIAN COLLOQUIUM AT FLORIDA INTERNATIONAL UNIVERSITY

As previously announced, the planned Luso-Brazilian Colloquium at Florida International University has been canceled. Plans are now underway to publish a volume containing many of the papers prepared for that meeting.

BASQUE STUDIES PROGRAM OF THE UNIVERSITY OF NEVADA--A WORKSHOP AND SUMMER SESSION ABROAD

William A. Douglass and Richard W. Tulain were named coeditors of a collaborative volume of essays on the Basques of North America in a project approved at the Basque Studies Program workshop held in Reno, August 16, 1974. Participating scholars attended from many states.

* * *

A Basque Studies Summer Session Abroad will be conducted in France and Spain through the University of Nevada program this summer; it is scheduled for June 25 through August 15, 1975. Basque language instruction at the elementary and advanced levels will be offered, together with courses on Basque history, culture, literature and linguistics. Instruction will be in English; a maximum of seven credits (undergraduate, or graduate) may be earned. Classes will be supplemented by weekend excursions to festivals and historical sites, by lectures and by other cultural events.

For further information contact: The Basque Studies Program, University of Nevada Library, Reno, Nevada 89507.
BACK ISSUES OF THE NEWSLETTER

To date, the following volumes of the NEWSLETTER have been published. Back copies are available, at a cost of one dollar per issue plus cost of mailing.

Volume I: Editor, Thomas Glick
   No. 1, December 1969, pp. 1-8
   No. 2, April 1, 1970, pp. 11-22
   No. 4, December 20, 1970, pp. 40-45
   No. 5, April 5, 1971, pp. 46-55
   No. 6, October 15, 1971, pp. 56-65
   No. 7, February 15, 1972, pp. 66-98
   No. 8, April 22, 1972, pp. 99-142

Volume II: Editor, Morgan Broadhead
   No. 1, October 31, 1972, pp. 1-17
   No. 2, December 31, 1972, pp. 18-47
   No. 3, March 15, 1973, pp. 48-60
   No. 4, September 30, 1973, pp. 61-92
   No. 5, November 15, 1973, pp. 93-141
   No. 6, January 31, 1974, pp. 142-161
   No. 7 & 8, May 1, 1974, pp. 162-195

Volume III: Editor, Joan Connelly Ullman
   No. 1, November 15, 1974, pp. 1-18

MEMBERSHIP DUES

The form for the renewal of membership in the SSSH will be mailed, separately, on April 1, 1975, to all members on our current mailing list.

Forms for new members are enclosed in this issue of the NEWSLETTER, and current members are urged to seek new members (particularly, the libraries of universities and colleges).

Members are urged, most courteously but firmly, to pay their membership dues and to return as promptly as possible their completed membership form (please check the spelling of your name, your address, and the zip code on your mailing label).

The present and retiring editors and secretaries of the SSSH have tried to bring the membership list up to date, and they seek your cooperation. Under our current mailing privilege, the SSSH pays for returned copies, but this is an added expense. It can be reduced if members will inform the Editor of any error in the mailing label, and send immediately any change of address form.

RETURNED:

Issues of Volume III, No. 1, have been returned as undeliverable. They will be remailed upon receipt of a current, correct address.

Member: Last Address:
BETTRAN, Miguel New Haven, Conn.
BERGAMINI, John D. New York, N.Y.
DEAN, Alice K. Delmar, New York
DONEHUE, Michael L. Santa Barbara, Calif.
DURAN, Nelson Dubuque, Iowa
STERLING, Salvador Boston, Mass.
THE SPANISH NEWSPAPER ACQUISITION PROJECT:
A Progress Report

by Donald F. Wisdom

Serials Division, The Library of Congress

A complete collection of El Socialista of Madrid for the period 1886-1939 will soon be available to scholars in the United States, an event marking the most recent effort of the Library of Congress to acquire for research use microfilm holdings of major Spanish newspapers of the 19th and 20th centuries.

According to Dr. Luis Sánchez Belda, Director General of Archives and Libraries of the Spanish Ministry of Education and Science, in a recent letter to the Librarian of Congress, the filming of El Socialista was being done by the recently established Servicio Nacional de Microfilm in accordance with Library of Congress specifications for archival microfilming. As of January 1975 the Library of Congress was awaiting word of the completion of the filming of this important newspaper.

Microfilm Newspapers a Project of AHA Committee

The project to acquire for American search libraries a microfilm copy of major Spanish newspapers for the 19th and 20th centuries originated in a special meeting of interested Spanish historians at the annual AHA conference in New York in 1966. Desiring to fill a serious gap in American library holdings, the group recommended a cooperative project to acquire microfilm holdings to meet scholarly research needs for Spanish newspaper resources. Some 22 scholars, specializing in modern Spanish history and in the field of Spanish literature, participated, with several others adding their recommendations on major titles later.

The ten major titles agreed upon were:

MADRID — A.B.C., from 1903 to 1936; El Debate, from 1910 to 1936; La Epoca, from 1849 to 1905 (or as an alternate La Correspondencia de España from 1858 to about 1917); El Imparcial, from 1867 to 1917; El Socialista, from 1886 to 1936; El Sol, from 1917 to 1936, together with its two splinter papers of the 1930s as follows—El Crisol, from 1931 to 1932; La Luz, from 1932 to 1934(?).

BARCELONA — La Vanguardia, from 1887 to 1936; Solidaridad Obrera, from 1917 to 1936.

The titles selected represent both an effort to span the political spectrum (monarchist, conservative, liberal, socialist, and anarchist), and to select the more general newspaper for a specific period (as indicated on the list). However, it was generally agreed that the project would not necessarily be restricted to those inclusive dates. Rather, if possible, efforts would be made to acquire complete microfilms of each title (for example, El Imparcial, from 1867 until it ceased publication in 1933). More specialized newspapers, such as the Civil War press and the provincial press, were to be considered at a later date.

The Hispanic Foundation (now renamed the Latin American, Portuguese and Spanish Division) of the Library of Congress agreed to administer the project, with the author of this article serving as the Executive Director. Professors Edward Malefakis, Stanley Payne, and Edward Inman Fox were invited to serve as advisers for the project.

During the following year (1967), and with the advice and assistance of scholars in the field, the Executive Director of the Spanish Newspaper Project inventoried holdings in the United
States, as well as in foreign repositories, of the titles selected for priority acquisition. In 1968 the holdings from American libraries of the liberal newspaper *El Sol*, for the period June 1922 to November 1936, were assembled and filmed at the Library of Congress. From Professor Edmund L. King of Princeton University, we learned that Ricardo Urgoiti, son of the founder of *El Sol*, Nicolás María de Urgoiti, had a complete collection of *El Sol* for the earlier period 1917-22. Correspondence with Ricardo Urgoiti resulted in an agreement to film in Madrid his private holdings.

In the summer of 1969, microfilm holdings of the conservative newspaper, *La Época* for January 1870 to June 1909, were acquired from the British Museum through the microfilm exchange program between the Library of Congress and the British Museum. Subsequently, the Library of Congress filmed its own holdings of *La Época* for the period July 1909-July 1939; a number of U.S. libraries provided missing issues. During that same year (1967) the microfilm collections of *El Crisol* (1931-32) and of *La Luz* (1932) of the Harvard University Library were added to the project's collection.

With the filming of *El Sol* and *La Época*, the possibilities for filming substantially complete holdings of Spanish newspapers in the United States were virtually exhausted. Since then, our efforts have been directed to Spanish repositories and to the British Museum. The late Dr. Howard P. Cline, Director of the Hispanic Foundation, visited Spain in February 1970 to discuss with various Spanish officials the possibilities for filming A.B.C. (a monarchist paper) and *El Socialista*. These discussions did not result in any immediate filming activities. However, Dr. Cline was able to arrange with a private company the filming of the Urgoiti collection of *El Sol* for December 1917 through May 1922.

In summary, since the inception of the Spanish newspaper project, the Library of Congress has made available for use in research six of the ten newspapers selected for priority acquisition. Listed below are the Library's holdings of these titles on positive microfilm, and the location of the master negative films:


   Jan. 1, 1917-July 19, 1936

   Negative microfilms: British Museum has Jan. 1-31, 1915

   Jan. 1, 1917-July 19, 1936

   *Note:* Suspended publication Jan. 20-March 25, 1932, and Aug. 11-Oct. 7, 1932


   Negative microfilms: British Museum has Jan. 1, 1870-July 9, 1936

   Library of Congress has July 1, 1909-July 9, 1936

   *Note:* Reportedly a general censorship was in effect for the period May 23-Dec. 31, 1874

3. *El Imparcial* (Madrid) Positive microfilms:

   Library of Congress has Jan. 1870-May 22, 1874

   Jan. 1875-June 30, 1932

   Oct. 25, 1932-May 30, 1933

   Negative microfilms: British Museum has Jan. 1870-May 22, 1874

   Jan. 1875-June 30, 1932

   Oct. 25, 1932-May 30, 1933

   *Note:* Reportedly a general censorship was in effect for the period May 23-Dec. 31, 1874.
Prospects for the Future

What are the prospects for the future? Obviously, the acquisition of microfilm of El Socialista for the fifty-four-year period 1886-1939 will substantially strengthen available resources for the study of modern Spanish history and literature. Further, the recently established Servicio Nacional de Microfilm could well become the central source from which the Library of Congress could acquire microfilm copies of the four remaining priority titles (as recommended at the 1966 meeting), as well as holdings to complete titles already acquired (for example, El Debate, 1910-16, and La Luz, 1933-34). Budgetary constraints may well be the principal obstacle in the near future to completing this acquisition project.
Current Research

The NEWSLETTER urges members to submit for publication reports on all aspects of their research on the history, sociology, anthropology, politics, and economics of Spain and Portugal. Members should use the form included with this NEWSLETTER to report all grants and fellowships, recent publications (books, monographs, and articles, published or accepted for publication), and research in progress. In order for the NEWSLETTER to serve as a bibliographical aide that is as au courant as possible, members are urged to be specific concerning details of published material.

For the convenience of members, this section (as well as the sections on DISSERTATIONS IN PROGRESS, and CURRENT BIBLIOGRAPHY) will be subdivided into historical periods, following the general categories established by the Indices Histórico Español.

SPAIN

Medieval/Late

TEOFILO F. RUIZ, Department of History, Brooklyn College of the City University of New York

To be published:


Research in progress:
A study of the impact of the conquest of Seville (1248) on the structure of north Castilian society.

I expect to travel in the summer of 1975 to work in the Archivo Histórico Nacional, and in the municipal archives of Avila and Segovia.

Hapsburg

RICHARD L. KAGAN, Department of History, Johns Hopkins University

Published: See under Current Bibliography, this issue.

Research in progress: Litigation in the Hapsburg Era.
I will be in Spain, spring and summer 1975, completing archival research upon 1erarodos in the 16th and 17th centuries. The envisioned study will focus upon the chancillería in Valladolid and will include an examination of patterns of litigation during the course of the Hapsburg period.

H. G. KOENIGSBERGER, Department of History, University of London, King's College

Research in progress: The States General and Provincial Estates of the Netherlands. This study hinges on the relations between monarchy and estates, and is therefore also concerned with Spanish history.
CURRER RESEARCH CONTINUED

URSULA LAMB, Department of History, University of Arizona, Tucson

Published and in preparation:

A general study of the cosmographers of Hapsburg Spain and Portugal to be published in two volumes under the title: Problems of Description and Representation of the Worlds of the Discoveries.

This study draws on sources of the history of science, art, and society. Volume I deals with material from the Old World; Volume II with material from the New World. Scattered papers on specific topics will furnish the building blocks for Vol. I. Published to date are:


"La Nueva Ciencia Geográfica. (Una víctima del sistema para la solucuon de los problemas de la longitud)," Revista de Occident, no. 110 (May 1972), pp. 162-83.


PAPER: "The Cosmographers of Sevilla: Nautical Science and Social Experience," presented at the conference at UCLA under the sponsorship of the Center for Medieval and Renaissance Studies, February 6-9, 1975, on the theme: "First Images of America: The Impact of the New World on the Old."

IN PROGRESS: Two or three more studies for Vol. I.

ERIKA SPIVAKOVSKY, Westport, Connecticut

(See also entry under Sephardim, this issue.)

To be published:


"La Princesa de Eboli," in forthcoming issue of Chronica Nova. A biographical study, a summary of which was read at the Fifth Conference of the SSPHS at San Diego.

Research in preparation:

Philip II of Spain, for the Twayne Series: Rulers and Statesmen of the World. I am still working on the task of condensing my material (overwhelming masses of it) into a succinct biography.

31
19th Century

RAFAEL SÁNCHEZ MANTERO, Department de Historia de España Contemporánea, Universidad de Sevilla, España


Aceptado para publicación: Liberales en el Exilio. Se trata de un libro en el que se estudia la emigración política de los españoles liberales en Francia durante la segunda etapa absolutista del reinado de Fernando VII (1823-1833). Se han utilizado como fuentes fundamentales para dicho estudio, los documentos existentes en Francia en los Archives Nationales de la France, Archives de la Guerre, y Archives du Ministère des Affaires Étrangères.

Proyectado: "El ejército de ocupación de 'Los Cien Mil Hijos de San Luis' en España"

19th and 20th Centuries

COLIN STEELE, Foreign Accessions, Bodleian Library, Oxford University


II Republic/Civil War

JILL R. WEBSTER, Hispanic Studies, Erindale College, University of Toronto


Civil War

VICTOR A. BERCH, Special Collections Librarian, Brandeis University Library

Research in progress: Research assistant for an American nurse who is writing a history of the medical services in the Spanish Civil War, and preparation of a bibliography on this subject.

Contribution to the bibliography of the Spanish Civil War which Herbert Southworth is preparing, one "which we hope to be the most scholarly bibliography of the Spanish Civil War yet published."

Preparation of a bibliography of Jewish participation in the Spanish Civil War.

Bibliographical research on American aviators who flew for the Spanish Republic.

Bibliographical research on Americans who served General Franco.

Bibliographical research on blacks in the Spanish Civil War.
BURNETT BOLLOTEN, Sunnyvale, California

Research in progress:
Booklength manuscript: *The Spanish Revolution* (completion: 1975). This is a vast revision and expansion of *The Grand Camouflage*, and includes a much more detailed account of prewar developments and the complex situation in Catalonia leading up to the loss of Catalan autonomy in May 1937. The infighting in Catalonia and the so-called May Events are dealt with in considerable detail. An epilogue will cover briefly the period up to the end of the war.

A second volume is contemplated, for the distant future.

20th Century/Civil War

JOHN F. COVERDALE, Department of History, Princeton University


Sephardim

ERIKA SPIVAKOVSKY, Westport, Connecticut

After several visits to the area, and research in primary sources, I have almost completed this study except that I must first examine several very recent publications on "Granada Musulmana" not yet available to me.

PORTUGAL

Modern

PETER MCDONOUGH, Institute for Social Research, University of Michigan, Ann Arbor

Published: "Political Dialogue between Parents and Students: Inter-generational Communication in Portugal," *Luso-Brazilian Review*, II (Summer 1974), 41-64.

A secondary analysis of survey data on Portuguese university students, collected in 1964.

Research in progress:
"Structural Factors in the Decline and Fall of Portuguese Corporatism," a study of the Portuguese demographic and budgetary data for the period 1935-68.
Dissertations
RECENTLY COMPLETED OR IN PROGRESS

UNITED STATES

Princeton University

Director of Dissertation: Stanley J. Stein, Department of History

Doctoral Candidate:
RENATO BARAHONA
"The Makings of Carism in Vizcaya, 1800-1833"
To be completed Spring 1975

Research plans: Summer 1975, visit to various archives in the Spanish Basque country, Madrid, and Paris, for further research on the subject of the dissertation.

Future projects: Research on the social, political, and popular aspects of the Spanish War of Independence in the Basque Region. Possibly research on Franco-Spanish commercial relations in the 19th century, and specifically the problem of contraband in the Basque area.

University of Wisconsin, Madison

Director of Dissertation: Stanley G. Payne

Doctoral Candidates:
SHANNON E. FLEMING
"Primo de Rivera and Abd-el-Krim: The Struggle in Spanish Morocco, 1923-27"
Completed Fall 1974

THOMAS G. TRICE
"Spanish Liberalism in Crisis: A Study of the Liberal Party during Spain's Parliamentary Collapse, 1913-1923"
Completed Fall 1974

Yale University

Director of Dissertation: Juan J. Linz, Department of Sociology

Doctoral Candidates:
CARLOS ALBA
"Politics, Power and Bureaucracy: An Analysis of Political Domination in Franco's Spain"
To be completed December 1976

BENJAMÍN OLTRA
To be completed December 1976

JESUS M. de MIGUEL
"Health in the Mediterranean Region: A Comparative Analysis of the Health Systems of Portugal, Spain, Italy, and Yugoslavia"
To be completed June 1975
SPAIN

The following dissertations, in progress, are reported in the Bulletin du Séminaire d'Études sur les XIXe et XXe Siècles, No. 5 (Novembre 1974). (Because of the mail strike in France at the time the Bulletin was prepared, the list is incomplete.)

University in Madrid (notation does not indicate whether it is the Complutense, or the Universidad Autónoma)

Doctoral Candidate:

SANTIAGO CASTILLO, "Partidos políticos y movimientos sociales: la prensa política madrileña (1873-1900)"

Universidad de Madrid (Facultad de Ciencias político-económicas y comerciales, Madrid)

Doctoral Candidate:

ENRIQUE MORAL SANOVAL
"Movimiento socialista en la dictadura (1923-1930)"

FRANCISCO VANACLOCHA
"Madrid, 1834: Unas conciencias de cambio" (en colaboración)

Universidad de Palma de Mallorca (Facultad de Filosofía y Letras)

Doctoral Candidate:

ISABEL MOLL BLANES
"Historia económica y social de Mallorca a principios del siglo XIX"

Colegio-Universidad de Jaén

Doctoral Candidate:

JUAN GAY ARMENTEROS
"Jaén 1900-1923"

FRANCE

Université de Paris X

Doctoral Candidate:

ANDRÉE BACKOUX
"Opinion pública y la campaña de Marruecos"

Université de Bordeaux

Doctoral Candidate:

PHILIPPE BANCEL
"L'image de l'Amérique Latine en Espagne de 1892 à 1902"
Les relations littéraires de l'Amérique Latine et de l'Espagne.

Université de Haute Bretagne

Doctoral Candidate:

DANIELLE GENEVOIS, "La femme en Espagne: 1931-1936"
(Dissertations continued)

BRITAIN

Oxford University

Director of Dissertation: H. G. Koenigsberger, Department of History at the University of London, King's College
(Professor Koenigsberger is acting, externally, as supervisor to the following two students who are registered at the University of Oxford:)

Doctoral Candidates:

ALLISON R. L. CRATCHLEY
"The Government of Spain under Don Luis de Haro (1643-1661)"
To be completed 1977

C. D. G. RILEY
"The Milanese in the Reign of Philip II"
To be completed 1977
The Editor wishes to acknowledge, with appreciation, the extensive contribution to the following bibliography of Juan García Durán of the Fondren Library, Rice University, Houston, Texas. Basically this is a bibliography of scholarly publications, but some few general histories have been included with the idea that they might be of service in the teaching of Spanish history. Where the title is not explicit about the contents, a note has been added. In all cases, the objective has been to compile a list of books on the history of Spain, published in 1973 and 1974, that will be reasonably complete and accurate.

SPAIN
General


Antiquity


Medieval/Muslim


Medieval/Early


Medieval/Late


Modern/Hapsburg


19th Century/Restoration


20th Century


Title in Spanish: Problemas de historia de España. Only the title page is in Spanish. A collection of essays, some of which were published originally in Pravda, and of lectures delivered in Moscow.

Maiskii, a member of the Academy of Sciences of the USSR, was the Russian Ambassador in London, 1932-34.

20th Century/Alfonso XIII


20th Century/Alfonso XIII-Republic


20th Century/2nd Republic


Title in Russian: Sotsialisticheskaja rabochaja partija Ispanii 1878-1938.

20th Century/Civil War


MARTÍNEZ AMUTIO, Justo. Chantaje a un pueblo. Madrid: G. del Toro, Editor, 1974. 371p. The author, a member of the Socialist party since 1914, resident in Spain since 1944 when he was released from prison, has written of his experiences during the Civil War, and especially of his contacts with the Russian "Advisers."


VIDARTE FRANCO-ROMERO, Juan Siméon. *Todos fuimos culpables.* Mexico: Fondo de Cultura Económica, 1973. This is the fourth and final volume of memoirs by Vidarte, a Socialist politician and government official. The first three volumes were printed privately.

20th Century/Franco Regime


*Title in Russian:* Tainai diplomati Madrida: Vneshniaia politika Ispanii v gody vtoroi mirovoi voiny.

PROCTOR, Raymond. *Agony of a Neutral: Spanish German Wartime Relations and the "Blue Division."* Moscow: Idaho Research Foundation, Inc., 1974. viii, 355p. Based on research in the records of the Blue Division in the Servicio Histórico Militar, of the Spanish Ministry of War, and on unpublished captured German War Documents in the National Archives, Washington, D.C.


Sephardim

YERUSHALMI, Joseph Hayim, editor of a new series entitled *Studia Sephardica: Texts and Studies in the History and Literature of Spanish and Portuguese Jewry.* Harvard University, Ktav Press, 1973-. To date two out-of-print works have been published:


PORTUGAL

General


Modern


Centre d'Investigation sur le Colonialisme Portugais. Suisse-Portugal: De l'Europe à l'Afrique. Grand-Saconnex (Switz.): Centre Europe-Tiers-monde, 1972.

